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 00:00

Hey, everyone, welcome to another episode. Yesterday, I challenge you to make your
recovery plans now that we're starting to open up a few more businesses. And some of the
states are opening up very, very cautiously right. But opening up a little bit nonetheless,
we need to have a recovery plan. things should start to open up again, a bit more
overarching Lee in the economy. I'm not saying back to normal, the economy's never
going to be what it was, let's just understand that. There's always going to be a change
that's happened because of this. And as a result of those changes, and as a result of
everyone feeling like they want things to get to be back to normal or be a little more
normal, we've got to be ready. Okay, we have to be ready. There are still customers that
want your product or your service, the avatar that you created, the group that you are
targeting with your product or service, they still need you. They still exist. Right? So that
was a challenge for yesterday. Now. Today, I want to talk about procrastination. Right?
Now we've talked about procrastination in previous episodes relative to your team. And
how you would identify if someone on your team is procrastinating. If you haven't listened
to that one, go back and check it out. Right? But now I want to talk about procrastination
in your life. Okay, how are you pushing forward? Yesterday, I told you, you know, you need
to forgive yourself. The first thing that you need to do relative taking action is your
mindset. Don't beat yourself up over being frozen or feeling like you can't make a decision.
Because so much has changed. Okay? A lot of us have been in that boat. And a lot of us
actually, I would say, pretty much everyone feels like nothing is normal. Okay, and so
because we feel that it's hard for us to trust our gut. Okay, so remember that from
yesterday. Now, forgive yourself. If you froze if you stop giving your all into your business
for a little bit if you were more worried about what was happening around you and in the
world, and that paralyze you a little bit, okay? Just forgive yourself. beating yourself up is
not going to allow you to move forward. So I need you to get your mind right, relative to
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your game plan. Okay, now, the next thing that needs to happen is that you actually have
to sit down and put purposeful effort towards your game plan. Procrastination looks like
you know, you're doing things like I think I'm gonna sleep in a little later today. I'm still a
little tired. I went to bed later than normal. I wanted to watch that that show or I wanted
to binge watch this or, you know, I wanted to play additional game, maybe maybe play
games with your family or something right. Now, if you do that, from time to time, that's
normal. Okay, but what if you started to get into a pattern of thinking I'm gonna sleep
late every morning.

 03:00

Really don't feel like working out anymore. Honestly, right?

 03:06

Now, I'm not gonna sit here and tell you that you have to get up every morning and work
out. That's not what I'm here to do. But what I'm trying to challenge you to do is I want
you to start looking at some of your behaviors, and some of the things that may have
changed during the stay at home orders when you've been working remotely, you've been
working from home, and you've adjusted your routine for that. And while not all of it is
bad, some of it may be causing procrastination to occur in your life. Okay. So, we've
always talked about if you don't start your morning off, right,

 03:35

you're probably not going to have

 03:37

the rest of the game the day go extremely well. It's just most of us have to get up in the
morning, have a routine, feel like we've invested in ourselves feel like we've accomplished
something in some instances, because once we get that first little wind out of the way, the
rest of the day goes pretty easy because we're in the mode of getting things done right.
We're in the mode of focusing and accomplishing Work, even if it's a workout, even if it's
just 30 minutes of walking in your neighborhood, okay, that's an accomplishment. So think
about that. If you've changed your morning routine, and are less focused on
accomplishing something, I'll try to figure out how I wanted to say that.
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 04:21

If you're if you're less focused on

 04:23

getting up and getting things done, you may be in a little bit of a procrastination mode.

 04:28

All right.

 04:30

Now, if you're sitting down to do work, if you're sitting down to look at your business, if
you're sitting down to work under the things that you find yourself wanting to check
emails and respond and do some more research, you know, check out these websites that
you've been intending to check out for forever. Things like that, versus getting down to
working on your game plan. procrastination. We can justify it in our minds all day. No
doubt you wanted to check out this website and maybe they even have something to do
with your business. That doesn't mean you needed to do it right then. Okay, don't find all
these other things you could should or desire to be doing, instead of creating your game
plan.

 05:11

All right, so eliminate that.

 05:14

And then the other thing that that I would tell you that happens is maybe you're working
on your game plan. But you have a great idea. Oh my gosh, I just wanted the spray idea.
And so then you stop your game plan because you want to go research that. Okay, so it
could be happening, you have the best of intentions, you're working on your game plan.
But you start thinking of all these other things that could be impactful to your business or
beneficial to your business. And so the game plan goes by the wayside, because you start
to do all these other research projects. So to overcome that one, right. The first thing is
stop spending comment, email, set it set a limit. I'm gonna check my email for 20 minutes,
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I'm gonna respond to the most urgent things. The rest is going to sit there. I can get to it
after I finished the game plan. tell yourself that Tell yourself, I'm going to give myself 20
minutes or I'm going to answer the five most important emails, in my email box,

 06:09

whatever it is one of the two.

 06:11

Okay, you can either set a number or a time limit, it doesn't matter, but establish it and
move on. Go work on your game plan.

 06:18

If you're working on your game plan and you're getting distracted,

 06:21

then what I want you to do is I want you to keep a notepad and a pen beside you. Work
on your game plan, work on your game plan work on your game plan when you have an
idea that pops into your head. Oh my gosh, this is a great idea. Nope, we're not going to
chase it. We're going to write it down on a notepad beside us. Okay, mentally you you
haven't lost the idea then, which is what we're all worried about. Okay, jot down the idea,
jot down anything that you're thinking about. Leave the paper there, come back to your
game plan. It doesn't take a little time away. Well, of course. I mean, you're gonna take
two or three minutes to write down that idea. But you shouldn't spend an hour on it. You
spend an hour on and after you write out your game plan.

 06:59

All right.

 07:00

So those are some of the key things that I see happening. We were losing our morning
routine, we're getting into a rut, we're not trying to focus on accomplishing things
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throughout the day. And so then we're less likely to do it. We decided to procrastinate by
looking at emails and research and looking at at websites and doing all these other things
that we could say to ourselves is important, but it's really not as important as our game
plan. All right. And then the last thing we do is we're working on our game plan, but we let
other great ideas distract us and derail us. And then we never finished the game plan.
Okay, it can be true of, you know, our team needs us. And they're working on a project,
and they really don't need us that bad. But we would much rather spend time talking to
our team than working on the game plan. Game plans aren't fine. I'm not saying that they
are. Don't Don't think that I'm saying they're amazing and wonderful and fun. Some
people like to do them. I like to plan I want to create my My flow in my map, because that
gives me confidence that no matter what I'm going to face, I can go back to it. And I can
make adjustments. Or I made the plan in a time that I was clear headed, and it wasn't
urgent, so to speak, it was a good solid plan that wasn't built on emotion. So whenever I
get into a stressful situation, and I may want to react a

 08:23

little emotionally,

 08:25

I don't, because I've already created my plan.

 08:29

So because of all the benefits that I get out of that plan, I dedicate time to it. And since
the other thing I'm gonna bring you back to, we talked about mindset in the beginning
about how we may be beating ourselves up for not focusing on our business like we should
have, maybe for the past few weeks. I told you to let that go, whatever come that. The last
thing I want you to do relative to mindset if you haven't already, is sit down and tell
yourself why this game plan is important to you. What will it provide you relative to your
business pieces Mind

 09:01

structure,
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 09:03

write a process that has been vetted by you already so you know where you're going. And
you can actually hand that out to your team and you can work on it together. Okay? Write
down your Whys. Think about them. Anchor yourself in your why, why are you doing your
game plan? What will your business look like at the end of the year if you execute on your
game plan? emotionally connect to that, because when you do, then there's going to be
no desire to work on the emails. First, there's going to be no desire to chase down all these
other ideas or get distracted by your team or, oh, I want to binge watch just these other
two episodes. two episodes left in this Netflix series. I gotta get through that. Like, it's just,
it's like, I can't put down this book. And so we justify, but if you've got your why and you're
anchored into your why you can't justify any of these other reasons. Okay. And so that's
what procrastination will look like for us. Really. Anybody that I talked again, I did that
episode on procrastination with your team. I would be remiss if I didn't talk about
procrastination within ourselves, because we're all capable procrastinating. But if you
anchor your why, if you forgive yourself if you haven't been focused on on your business
recently, to the degree you feel like you should have been, if you set tom tom limits on
other projects or tasks that absolutely have to get done, but aren't the priority for the day,
if you have a notepad and pencil or pen beside you so you can jot down ideas and keep
yourself focused on your game plan and commit to the team that you know there are a
certain amount of time that you'll spend with them, but you're not going to get sucked
into spending too much time and derailing your day relative to accomplishing your game
plan. If you can do those things, then you'll get it done. And that's not just for the game
plan. That's what anything that you need to get done with your business. Whatever
priorities you have to establish in the day, anchored in your why. Okay, and again If you've
gotten away from your morning routine, think about how you get yourself back on track. If
you used to wake up every morning, and go work out, and then read, and then journal,
and then maybe listen to a podcast, maybe you do that while you're working out. Or
maybe you do that you should do that on your drive. You don't have a drive anymore. So
now you can you know, sleep a little later, that's fine. But don't forget the rest of it.
Because obviously there was a great benefit to you doing it. Okay, maybe you can't go to
the gym, what else can you do? I promise you in talking to to my team and talking to
people that I work with. Getting out of the house and going and walking or just leaving the
environment that you maybe feel trapped in is valuable. And if you can start the day off
like that. You may have given yourself productivity throughout the day that you've been
missing. So I want you to identify that your challenge for the day, identify things that
you're allowing to do derail you, that you're, that you're allowing to cause you to
procrastinate, because you're valuing whatever that action is over the work in your
business. Whatever it is, don't value that work, don't value the emails, or the extra projects
or spending extra time with your team when they don't really need it. They're doing just
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fine. Okay, or just sitting there maybe feeling a little sorry for yourself. Because running a
business is just hard period. And then we're facing all these extra things. Okay, if you're
gonna, if you're upset about the changes, give yourself I don't know. 10 minutes 15 minutes.
That scream. Get it all out. It's okay. But then come back and take action around it. Okay,
so that's my challenge for you today. Sit them assess Are there areas in your life that
you're allowing yourself to do? justify, that are causing you to procrastinate and not get
the things done in your business that you need to. And if that's the case, think about some
of the things that we just walked through together and put some of these actions in place
so that you can get yourself and in your business back on track. I want you to do your
game plan, it's going to be valuable to you. So, don't procrastinate on that. If you didn't
get it done yesterday. I want you to get it done today. And I want you to eliminate
procrastination, so that you can tackle it and get it done. Right. Hope this helps you out. I
look forward to working through your challenge. Have a great day.
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